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Welcome and Apologies 
 
1. The Chair welcomed members to the meeting. In particular, she welcomed 

Nick Lawrence, who was due to take up the role of Head of Police 
Pensions at the Home Office from 16 October 2017. Apologies had been 
received from Police Scotland, the Association of Scottish Police 
Superintendents, the Scottish Police Federation, the Police 
Superintendents’ Association of England and Wales and the National 
Association of Retired Police Officers.  

 



Minutes of the 31 July 2017 
 
2. Members agreed the minutes from the 31 July and did not have any 

further comments to make. The Secretariat would arrange for the minutes 
to be published on the PABEW webpage. Action point: Secretariat. 

 
Matters Arising 
 
3. Members discussed the action log and this was updated. The Secretariat 

would circulate a final version of the minutes with the updated action log. 
Action point: Secretariat. 

 
4. Kevin Courtney (NPCC) advised that action point 3 (Guaranteed Minimum 

Pensions) was on the agenda for the meeting.  He also advised that he 
had checked action point 4 with the Pensions Regulator (TPR), who had 
confirmed they did not require annual reports to be published. However, 
this would be good practice. Kevin Courtney suggested that this could 
perhaps be agreed in the Terms of Reference between Scheme Managers 
and Pension Boards. 

 
5. The Chair advised that action point 6 had now been completed, as Karl 

Bescoby from Heywood Software had delivered a presentation to 
members before the meeting. 

 
6. The Home Office said that action point 8 (overall impact of the CARE 

Scheme on the employer contribution rate) would be part of the 
conversation around valuation. 

 
7. Kevin Courtney advised that on action point 11 (the impact on pensions of 

workforce planning), he had not spoken with Francis Habgood directly, but 
had liaised with some mutual colleagues who advised the vision of the 
future was not fully formed yet, therefore SAB did not need to flag the 
factoring in of pensions more formally at this stage. It had been agreed at 
the Police Pensions Consultative Forum that that group would keep a 
watching brief on developments. 

 
8. Action 12 (Voluntary Scheme Pays) was on the agenda for the meeting. 
 
9. On the outstanding action points from previous meetings, action point 7 

(Guaranteed Minimum Pensions) was on the agenda for the meeting. 
Action point 11 (relating to amending regulations to make members pay for 
the scheme sanction charge) remained outstanding. In regards to action 
point 3, the Secretariat and Kevin Courtney advised that TPR had agreed 
they would share the information provided by scheme managers with SAB, 
however they had not done this yet.  

 



The Pensions Regulator (TPR) Priorities; record keeping, internal 
controls and communications. 
 
10. The Chair informed members that the Secretariat and Kevin Courtney 

recently had a catch up with Nick Gannon from TPR. Kevin Courtney 
updated the group on the points discussed.  TPR had circulated the 
scheme return as a prelude to issuing their survey. These had now been 
completed and the deadline had passed. The Governance survey was due 
to go out in late October/early November with a deadline of 22 December 
and TPR said they were hoping for decent coverage this time round. TPR 
had agreed to send the Secretariat their list of contact details for pension 
board chairs and scheme managers. They also said that they would be 
refreshing their public service toolkit by the end of the year and there 
would be more focus on encouraging board members to complete this. In 
relation to the benefit statements, there had been some reported breaches 
this year.  

 
11. Kevin Courtney advised that annual benefit statements should have been 

issued by now. Andy Fittes (PFEW) confirmed that they had received no 
complaints from members so far. Antonia Hoskins (DOJNI) advised that 
TPR had intimated to Northern Ireland Civil Service Pension Scheme there 
would be no tolerance for breaches next year. The Chair questioned what 
else SAB could do to ensure there would be no breaches. Kevin Courtney 
suggested that we encourage Pension Boards to make sure they were 
visible on websites by publishing minutes and contact details. 

 
12. Kevin Courtney had suggested that TPR come to observe an SAB meeting 

at a future date, and the Secretariat had shared these dates with TPR, 
who confirmed that someone from the customer relation group would 
endeavour to attend. 

 
13. Kevin Courtney also noted that within the Government Actuary 

Department’s (GAD) valuation exercise, quite a lot of data from forces was 
excluded due to lack of quality. This would be a concern for TPR. The 
Chair said it would be worth making this point in her quarterly letter. 
Action point: Chair/Kevin Courtney.   

 
Quarterly letter to Scheme Managers 
 
14. The Chair referred to her most recent quarterly letter to Scheme 

Managers/Pension Board Chairs, and members confirmed they had 
received a copy. Kevin Courtney said that two annual reports had been 
received in response to the letter (from Surrey and Sussex) and he was 
expecting to receive more.  

 
15. The Chair said that she would be looking to comment on the position on 

benefit statements and draw attention to TPR’s upcoming Governance 
survey in her next quarterly letter. 

 



Guaranteed Minimum Pension 
 
16. Kevin Courtney informed members that he had received comprehensive 

information from HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) which suggested 
that the larger forces and groups who used common contractors were 
doing better than those forces who had individual contracts for pensions 
administration or relied on a local authority. He said he would need to 
follow this up, as he was concerned that they were not engaging with 
HMRC at a fast enough rate. Action point: Kevin Courtney. 

 
17. The Chair suggested it would be good if SAB could urge people to 

respond and questioned whether something separate should be done for 
the forces who were behind. In discussion the point was made that the 
Police Pension Scheme was not a large scheme, and would benefit from 
common administration when dealing with issues of this kind. James 
Hurley (NPCC) suggested that the proposed NPCC survey should give a 
better evidence base for considering where attention was needed. The 
Chair hoped that the survey would encourage smaller forces to share their 
difficulties. She suggested she might include a reminder in her next 
quarterly letter that it would be in the forces best interests to ensure 
accurate data was sent to HMRC. Action point: Chair/Kevin Courtney.  

 

18. James Hurley questioned whether the Home Office had a view on what 
would be a sensible way to comply with reconciliation requirements in 
relation to Guaranteed Minimum Pension. Peter Spreadbury (Home Office) 
said that without having engaged on that aspect, he would expect forces to 
take a proportionate approach which was sensible in how they were using 
tax payers’ money. The suggestion that a difference of £2 or less required 
no further work did not seem unreasonable. He advised that there was a 
Treasury run group who looked at this.  

 
19. In this context, Andy Fittes asked for an update on the consultation on 

GMP indexation and equalisation. Peter Spreadbury advised that this was 
a Treasury consultation, which they were still considering and so he could 
not give a specific timeline. 

 
Treatment of past service costs in relation to Milne v GAD 
 
20. Peter Spreadbury said that the Home Office had received written 

comments on the treatment of past service costs in relation to Milne v 
GAD and the valuation assumptions. He thanked members for providing 
these comments within the given timescale. He explained that the Home 
Office had been looking through them with GAD and Treasury as 
necessary and the Home Office would provide a collective response. In 
particular, he acknowledged the strength of feeling on payments arising 
from Milne v GAD which had been noted. 

 



 
Valuation Assumptions 
  
21. Peter Spreadbury highlighted that a number of issues had been raised by 

members in response to the consultation on Valuation Assumptions. Some 
of these had been to do with policy and some were technical issues. The 
Home Office would be sending a collective response to members. Action 
point: Home Office 
 

22. Peter Spreadbury explained that there had been two main themes within 
the comments received; the first was around the assumptions that had 
been used. He said that the principle for this was fairly clear. Treasury 
would devise the central assumptions and based on their directions GAD 
would look to see what were the best available assumptions for the 
particular scheme. For this they need as much information as possible. 
The second theme was around the availability and quality of data. This 
had been a constant challenge, partly to do with how pension schemes 
were administered. The quality of data was varied, which is why GAD went 
through a data cleansing process. He further explained that GAD were 
entering their calculation phase. Home Office would expect to see some 
emerging findings from GAD towards the end of the year. Then it would be 
around March/April when they would have a firmer conclusion on the 
exercise. Peter Spreadbury noted that there was a broader role for SAB in 
how they engaged with forces and how they engaged on record keeping, 
quality and consistency of data.  
 

23. Kevin Courtney raised the issue of membership data and Treasury 
assumptions. He referred to assumptions about pension exchange for 
lump sum rates under the new scheme, noting that it had been customary 
for people to take the maximum lump sum they could. Under the 2015 
scheme this was not actuarially neutral. There was Treasury guidance 
about the take up of this and questions about pension schemes such as 
fire and police where there had been a tradition of people taking lump 
sums. Kevin Courtney questioned whether that was a factor GAD could be 
more specific on. 

 

24. Peter Spreadbury explained that GAD had been verifying scheme data by 
asking each force for data, scrutinising it and going back with queries. 
Peter Spreadbury noted that Milne v GAD was not something that applied 
to all schemes. In terms of commutation lump sums, much of what GAD 
used was based on experience. He further explained that GAD would look 
at the history and culture on use of commutation in police schemes 
compared with the aggregated trajectory of what has been used. The 
Treasury Directions would be a public document when finalised and the 
Home Office advised that they would let SAB know if there was anything in 
them which was unexpected and of significance. 

 
25. Geoff Petty (APCC) commented that the mortality assumption used in the 

GAD paper presented to us had changed very late on, which would lead to 
a substantive increase in employers’ costs, and he noted it seemed that 



mortality had levelled off/decreased in recent years. He said it would be 
useful to understand from GAD why the assumptions seem to be different 
for police officers from what has been happening elsewhere.  

 

26. Peter Spreadbury said that the Home Office would address mortality 
assumptions in their written response; this was partly to do with the Office 
for National Statistics (ONS) projections but they could clarify and ask for a 
further explanation from GAD if that would be useful. On Geoff Petty’s 
point about the employer rate (2015), Peter Spreadbury explained that this 
was a policy rather than an actuarial point. From April 2015 when the 
employer rate dropped, it would have seen a windfall for police forces that 
would be paying less for the exchequer to make the difference. This would 
mean more tax payer funding for police forces. The employer contribution 
was set as 21.3%. The valuation was based on the cost of the scheme 
rather than how cash flow was managed. Where the employer rate was 
would depend on top up grant etc. If there was to be a change in what 
employers were expected to pay, that would be a long-term issue. He 
advised that the Home Office would consider this when the results of the 
valuation come through in the spring of 2018, and noted that these would 
not come into effect until April 2019. 

 
Voluntary scheme pays 
 

27. Shabir Hussain asked the Home Office what the effective start dates 
would be for voluntary scheme pays. Peter Spreadbury advised that they 
would consult on specific regulation changes but could not give a date. He 
then went on to explain the new approach to secondary legislation that the 
Home Office was facing. All departments had a high demand for 
parliamentary time for secondary legislation so a central committee of 
Ministers would now meet month by month to decide what legislation 
would go forward and what would not. Only essential changes would be 
approved to move through this ‘gateway’. With this in mind the pensions 
team were looking to prioritise and consolidate proposed regulations. In 
this case the regulation changes would were not expected to be 
contentious, but it was for those reasons that no guaranteed date could be 
given. 
  

28. James Hurley said that there were changes administrators could make in 
anticipation and asked whether this was possible. Peter Spreadbury said 
that the Home Office did not want to advise anticipation of regulatory 
change. This should only be used in exceptional circumstances. While the 
particular changes might not seem controversial, the risk of subsequent 
legal challenge remained.  

 
29. Shabir Hussain said that members would be disadvantaged due to the 

delays within the Home Office and sought reassurance. He suggested 
they either needed the legislation or the Home Office needed to put out a 
circular. Peter Spreadbury re-iterated the risk of legal challenge meant 
waiting for the changes. The Chair acknowledged the difficulties and said 



she was sure that the Home Office would use best endeavours to get the 
regulations through as soon as possible. 

 
30. Shabir Hussain asked whether the Home Office would be content with 

members filling out tax returns based on an assumption that the changes 
would have been made. Peter Spreadbury said that members would not 
be well advised to rely on a change to regulations that had not yet been 
made and the Chair pointed out that there would be significant risk 
involved in doing so. Kevin Courtney then reminded members of SAB 
guidance that was sent to scheme managers/pension board chairs in 
2015, relating to voluntary scheme pays. It was agreed that the Chair 
would look at the wording to see if any change to the advice provided was 
required. Action point: Chair.  
 

Pension Calculator 
 

31. At the UKPPCF meeting of 9 October 2017, Peter Spreadbury had 
thanked members for written comments that were provided on the pension 
calculator. He advised that the Home Office would respond in writing 
shortly. There was also discussion on how to make the calculator available 
to scheme members. This would be further considered by the Home Office 
and the Secretariat who would report back to UKPPCF. 
 

Update from the Fire Scheme Advisory Board 
 
32. Kevin Courtney provided members with an update on the Fire Scheme 

Advisory Board. He said that they had been heavily engaged in an 
examination of their version of valuation. They had funding provided by a 
levy and had employed a firm of independent actuaries who had been 
giving them advice on valuation. The Fire SAB had received advice on 
mortality assumptions and commutation/exchanging pensions for lump 
sums. They thought there could be some material impact on the valuation 
which GAD had not yet taken into account. 

 
33. Kevin Courtney also informed members that the Fire Pensions Conference 

was taking place on Monday 9 October and Tuesday 10 October. He 
added that the Fire SAB had been trying to take up initiatives around 
improving communication and they had employed a member of staff to 
lead on this. 

 

Any other business 
 
34. Members did not have any other items to raise. 
 
Date of next meeting 
 
35. 25 January 2018 at the Home Office. 
 
 

 


